
Key: Discussion with Art Center, Possible Follow-Up with Learners, ID ‘Wondering’ 
 
Respondents = range of students from pre-admissions funnel from merely showing 
interest to having multiple touchpoints (N=75) 
 
How did Learners become Interested in TD? 

● 48% of learners indicate a ‘lifelong interest’ in cars and design. (e.g. “I’ve always 
loved cars, been drawing cars since I was 4 or 5, childhood dream, dream job, 
etc). 30% indicated an early interest in the mechanics, performance, or other 
non-design related elements of the automotive field. 

○ In what ways has this ‘lifelong interest’ in cars been an asset [or a barrier] 
to success in the program? Is there a danger in focusing too much on the 
passion/love of auto design? 

○ Is there any benefit in distinguishing between those coming from a strictly 
automotive or mechanical background versus those immersed in design? 

○ How might we embrace and encourage ‘love of auto’ in our program? How 
might we cultivate this passion for those newer to the field? 

Career Aspirations 
● 84% agreement in having a ‘strong sense of career aspirations following TD 

degree.’ 
○ Is this typical? Is having a strong sense of career direction ideal? How 

does this help or hinder learning when in the degree program? 
○ How might we help learners solidify their ideal career path or how might 

we help them explore new paths they haven’t considered? 
● Most common: Automotive Designer, Exterior Design, and Clay Modeling 
● 25% noted design leadership aspiration (head, senior, chief) [skewed toward 

international students]. 11% noted entrepreneurial aspiration [skewed toward 
domestic learners]. 

○ What is the significance of learners identifying ‘head, senior, or chief’ 
design roles? 

○ Has entrepreneurship been a focus or trend in recent years? To what 
extent does this intersect with the TD degree program curriculum? 

Portfolio Preparation 
● Only 29% feel their portfolio meets or exceeds AC requirements. 

○ Is this to be expected? Does Admissions find that the portfolio is a 
significant barrier or place for improvement in application readiness? 

○ How much of admissions interaction and ACN is focused on portfolio? 
○ This is in contrast with 73% and 67% feeling that their technical and 



academic skills, respectively, have prepared them for success in the 
program. Why the divergence? 

● Many learners (37%) are asking for examples of high-quality portfolios, guidance 
in developing a portfolio, or more specific portfolio guidelines. For those who are 
finding guidance and resources online, they are often hesitant about ‘credibility’ 
of the source. 

○ How much should the online experience be driven towards or centered 
around portfolio preparation? Is that the best proxy for ‘success’ in 
pre-admissions learning? 

○ Are there school efforts to increase transparency and guidance/instruction 
related to portfolio development that we should align with or at least be 
aware of? 

What has been helpful in preparing to apply? 
● ArtCenter at Night classes are most helpful (71% rating as ‘extremely helpful) but 

also have least access 
○ What can we learn about the unique value that ACN brings to applicants in 

terms of application readiness and portfolio preparation? 
○ What can we learn about what works and where challenges exist in AC 

Public Programs that we want to leverage, improve, or avoid in our online 
offerings? 

● Feedback from a Mentor or Professional and accessing Portfolio Sharing 
resources or platforms are consistently ranked as ‘very helpful’ — 57% and 63%, 
respectively — and have higher access rates at ~50%. 

○ What does an effective ‘mentoring relationship’ look like for an applicant 
and how was the relationship established/maintained? 

○ In what ways do students use the portfolio sharing resources/platforms 
that they are finding helpful? (e.g. networking? inspiration? critique?) 

○ How might we incorporate the activity and impact of mentorship and 
portfolio sharing in an online program? 

● AC Admissions Feedback is surprisingly quite mixed in helpfulness (38% only 
slightly or moderately helpful). 

○ What does a typical ‘admissions feedback session’ look like? What is the 
extent of the interaction? Is it driven by applicant or admissions office? 
How might we interpret the ‘mixed results’ in terms of effectiveness? 

○ In what ways can online programming strengthen areas of improvement 
and in what ways can we help scale efforts that are working well? 

● Museum and Gallery visits had highest access rate (68%) and ranked as 
moderately helpful. 

● Art and Design Tutorials are widely accessed, but only modestly helpful. 
○ What about these tutorials has been helpful and what hasn’t? 

● Non-ArtCenter classes were reasonably accessed at 39%, but rated as the least 



helpful with only 9% ranking as ‘extremely helpful’ and 45% ranking as only 
‘slightly’ or ‘moderately helpful.’ 

○ What do we know about non-ArtCenter classes that make them so 
ineffective? What can we learn about what hasn’t worked well in these 
contexts? 

Social Media 
● 91% adoption of Instagram (second is Facebook at 78% and no others above 

55%), with 84% using it at least weekly and 55% using multiple times per day. 
○ How are learners using Instagram for anything TD-related? If so, what are 

they doing? 
○ In what ways might this heavy adoption of a single platform indicate a 

preference for social learning, sharing, networking, discovery, or 
inspiration of ideas? Is this interaction in any way an existing part of the 
degree program, admissions, or ACN? 

○ How might we leverage the enthusiasm and engagement with social 
media in a more focused learning modality? 


